
DR.SEUSS WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR SECOND GRADE

Download a set of Dr. Seuss Writing Activities, including writing prompts and draw-then-write activities. Seuss Writing
Activity Printables Freebies leads to a site that is generous with freebies. . Dr. Seuss' birthday - March 2nd Dr. Seuss, Dr
Seuss Art, Seuss Biography for Kindergarten and FIrst Grade Students. 8 pages.

Seuss books. Seuss books also meant to teach the reader things about life or to give advice. Seuss book? Seuss
books. One year we made ourselves as the Cat in the Hat and wrote what we would do if we were him! My
grade level likes to do rotation days where our students rotate through all of the 2nd grade classrooms. Your
favorite book should be at the top of the list. The Cat in the Hat is lending you Thing 1 and Thing 2 for the
day. Seuss book that has been made into a cartoon or movie. Seuss printable that can be transferred onto a
canvas tote that you can purchase at a big box store. Suess books perfect if any have been slightly damaged or
been worn out and create a fun chair that is perfect for a library section of the classroom. Do you have good
stash of Seuss books? For this particular year I had the Lorax as my rotation. I hope you can find at least two
ideas that will work for you this year. Have your students draw Tizzled Topped Tufted Mazurkas. Pretend that
you get to choose one Dr. Seuss and wrote information around their pictures. Write about an average day in
your life. Why is that one your favorite? Read Across America Treats source: creativekidsnacks. What are
some things you have learned from Dr. Create a schedule for the day. Write an exaggerated story about
something you saw on the way to school it does not have to rhyme. Why or why not? What a fantastic
collection! We normally read the Grinch in December, but kids love it all year long! In the speech bubbles we
wrote what we would say if we were the Lorax. More Dr. Here my students drew Dr. Give them a place to live
too while celebrating in the month of March. Choose a Dr. Create yourself a special set of pencils for students
to use when students are working on writing pieces writing those sparkling adjectives or as a reward for
accomplishing a task. While they are loads of fun, many Dr.


